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A modern interpretation of traditional Dutch cuisine, including unconventional (but familiar) and
economical (but indulgent) recipes. Influenced by its colonial history, with bold flavors from
places like Indonesia and Suriname, and by its proximity to its European neighbors, Dutch
cooking includes dishes that are wholesome, economical, and stubbornly delicious.
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know much about Dutch cuisine, it might be easy to assume that there is not much to it. If you’ve
only been to Amsterdam, for example, you might guess that the primary dishes of the
Netherlands are French fries and mayonnaise or bitterballen and mustard. Perhaps if you grew
up in a Dutch household with diasporic parents, your association with Dutch food may be the
boiled mushes and stewed meats or sausages that make up an infinite variety of stamppots,
potato-based dishes of mashed veggies meant to serve as the basis for an infinite variety of
stewed, fried, or tube meats. You might even be forgiven for thinking that it is a lot like British food
—bland, boiled, occasionally deep-fried, and that’s about it.I promise you, even when it is boiled
and/or deep-fried, that is not all there is to it. (Which is not to minimize the Dutch affinity for
boiling and mashing things; boiled mushes are a fundamental part of Dutch cuisine, but they are
nourishing and delicious and often oozing with butter and/or gravy—see “Stamppots,” page
173.)The Netherlands is comprised of twelve provinces and borders Germany and Belgium (the
United Kingdom is across the water, and France not too far away). At various points in history,
the British and the French have been—or have viewed the Dutch as—antagonists. The northern
Dutch, in the area known as Friesland, claim—and history supports this—that English and
Friese are related dialects; Friese and Old English share similar-sounding words that look quite
different from other Germanic dialects.Additionally, there are three special municipalities:
Bonaire, Sint Eustatius, and Saba, which are part of the Netherlands proper and participate in
Dutch and European elections despite being located in the Caribbean—they are regarded in
much the same way as any municipality on the mainland, though they do not comprise their own



distinct province. In addition, the Kingdom of the Netherlands also includes the Caribbean
islands of Aruba, Curaçao, and Sint Maarten, which are independently governed but still
economically tied to the Netherlands proper. Prior to the end of their colonial period, the Dutch
also occupied Indonesia, Suriname, Brazil, Sri Lanka, India, and parts of Africa, though they
were not always successful in maintaining their holdings against the British, Portuguese, and
Spanish. Early migrants to North America established New Netherland in what are now the mid-
Atlantic States of New York, New Jersey, Delaware, and Connecticut; their presence in the area
established what would later become essential elements of American culture and cuisine,
including coleslaw, pancakes, doughnuts, and apple pie.The Dutch culinary tradition is very
diverse, and whatever you might think of Dutch food today, Dutch people have always enjoyed
good quality local ingredients, often prepared simply. They benefit from a temperate, coastal
climate, a diverse variety of agricultural products, and a commercial greenhouse industry that
produces fruits and vegetables year-round. Meat, dairy products, and fish are abundant. There
is so much bread—and it is such good bread.Sweets and pastries are important to Dutch
cuisine and are not necessarily dessert; often, a piece of vlaai (tart) is served with coffee in the
middle of the day. Pies and tarts are not too sweet and quite sturdy—often served with a
generous dollop (okay, a heap) of whipped cream. Whipped cream appears as a dessert
topping more frequently than ice cream, and it is a very good quality, high-fat cream that melts
slowly into the crevices of hot desserts or is spooned off warm chocolademelk like pudding.
Cookies are often crisp and firm, meant to stand up to a hot cup of coffee. In the evening, a
Dutch family might enjoy vla, a fresh, dairy-based pudding, poured from a carton kept in the
refrigerator.Dutch cooking is commonly defined by thriftiness and practicality, and while often
hearty and rich with butter and cheese, it is nourishing and healthful. It relies on inexpensive
ingredients that are widely available—apples, potatoes, Belgian and curly endive, onions, and
kale feature prominently—with interesting combinations of spices and flavorings to add
character and taste. It is a cuisine influenced by its colonial history, with bold flavors coming from
places like Indonesia and Suriname, and by its proximity to its neighbors, especially Belgium.
Flavor preferences often lean sweet and salty, and common spices include nutmeg, anise, and
coriander. Historically, a delicate hand with flavors such as rose water, vanilla, and saffron have
lent an air of sophistication to otherwise simple dishes.I am a little defensive about Dutch food,
partly because, for whatever reason, it has not been given its due internationally. We talk about
the food of the Netherlands’ neighbors a fair bit—Belgian food is practically French, after all
(don’t tell them I said that), and German food has been increasingly celebrated in recent years—
everyone knows about schnitzel, there are a million food blogger recipes for spaetzli (literally
more than a million if you type “spaetzle” into Google right now)—and in any grocery store
anywhere, you can find Bratwurst or Weisswurst or Liverwurst. Even British food—which we
used to talk about as mostly grey boiled slop—has seen a renaissance. But you can’t really
malign a whole country’s cuisine without giving it a fair shake, and there is more to Dutch cuisine
than meets the eye. A nation of tall, healthy, happy people does not spring from a gastronomic



wasteland.One factor, I think, is tourism.“Many visitors come to Amsterdam with a list of things to
do while here: get high, motorboat a hooker, that sort of thing,” said chef and writer Anthony
Bourdain during a 2012 episode of his Travel Channel show The Layover. I think that’s probably
got a lot to do with the perception of the nation’s food—really, if you’re visiting a country to get
your kicks in a way you’re not allowed to back home, is a culinary pilgrimage really a part of that?
And, it’s true, the Netherlands is a socially liberal place where you can get into all sorts of trouble
if that’s what you’re hoping to do. But the trains run well, and the cities are well connected, and
leaving downtown Amsterdam to eat beyond tourist fare is something that I think people would
find real value in.When visitors to the Netherlands talk about Dutch food, they mention the
idiosyncratic elements, the novelties—things like the aggressively salty licorice or the vending-
machine croquettes. But there’s so much more than that, even in downtown Amsterdam. The
Indonesian food is incredible. You can find a rare glimpse of Surinamese food, a cuisine—also,
for reasons I don’t understand—not well known beyond Suriname itself and the Kingdom of the
Netherlands. And the breads and cookies and cakes are arguably some of the most interesting
and delicious in Western Europe. In his book An Embarrassment of Riches, scholar and
historian Simon Schama describes the Dutch appetite in the Golden Age (roughly spanning the
seventeenth century) as interpreted through paintings and historical accounts: “The Dutch, it
was thought by most other European contemporaries, did not pick at their victuals. In caricatures
they were almost always depicted as guzzlers and sozzlers, as imposingly broad as they were
dauntingly tall.” You do not get to guzzling and sozzling if your food is boring. You just
don’t.Another factor, I think, is the Dutch diaspora.Aside from the occasional pannekoeken
(pancake) house, you just don’t see a lot of Dutch cuisine in North America. Part of that is
because the early influence of Dutch people on North American cuisine is largely invisible—
what Dutch people brought to America became American in a way that food from other cultures
did not necessarily, and so in many ways their contribution to the canon of western cuisine has
been erased. Dutch immigrants arrived in waves, and the later waves, especially those who
arrived in Canada and the United States after World War II, were keen to integrate and become
Canadian or American. And where people did maintain their connections to the homeland, they
did so quietly, in clusters—in their churches, in Christian school communities, in neighborhoods
where other Dutch families settled. There are stores for Dutch groceries, but there are very few
of them. Dutch parents came to North America and then didn’t get their children Dutch
passports. Dutch cuisine was relegated to a few key meals—boerenkool (mashed potatoes with
kale) and sausage or the annual olliebollen (sweet, deep-fried dumplings) at New Year’s, or a
few croquettes at the annual church Christmas Bazaar.Dutch immigrants began emigrating to
North America in the seventeenth century, first arriving on the east coast of the United States in
1614. Early migrants were largely concentrated around New Netherland. Following a rift in the
church over theological liberalism in the nineteenth century, many members of the Dutch Reform
Church left the Netherlands for Canada and the United States, settling in Ontario, Alberta, and
British Columbia (in Canada), and in the American Midwest, with large concentrations of people



with Dutch ancestry in Iowa, Michigan, Illinois, and Wisconsin.Canadians in particular were
regarded highly by the Dutch; it was the Canadians who liberated the Netherlands from the
Germans in 1945. After the war, waves of Dutch migrants began arriving in Canada, partly in
pursuit of better opportunities, with Dutch immigration peaking in the early 1950s. My partner
Nick’s grandparents (known as Pake and Beppe) came to Canada in 1952. (Nick’s family hails
from the northern Dutch province of Friesland. Hunter—who I will talk about a fair bit, especially
in relation to pancakes and chocolate—is our son; he is five and usually covered in sugar.)The
last factor, I think, is the Dutch themselves.A common Dutch expression is “doe normaal,” which
means “be normal.” It is impolite—vulgar, even—to brag or to make oneself the center of
attention; it is perhaps this element of the collective Dutch personality that emphasizes fitting in,
even abroad, even in completely new territory. This urge to not call too much attention to oneself
may be why we don’t go to Dutch pubs for borrels (kind of like Dutch tapas) in Vancouver, or
grab stamppot on the way home from work in Seattle. There are over 16 million people of Dutch
heritage outside the Netherlands, and the fact that we don’t know more about Dutch cuisine is
probably most attributable to Dutch humility and reluctance to boast about themselves.On
occasion, my enthusiasm for Dutch cuisine has come up in conversation with people from Dutch
backgrounds, and overwhelmingly they have responded incredulously. “How many recipes for
boiled mush can you put into a book?” From children of Dutch parents to drunk Dutchmen at
wedding receptions to Dutch grad students in the labs and lunch queues at the university where
I work, everyone asks the same question: “What is Dutch food, anyway?” And I can point to
specific dishes, and we can talk about their favorite meals or treats, but ultimately, the question
remains: what is Dutch cuisine? Fortunately, I have no problem boasting and am occasionally
distressingly vulgar, and so I don’t mind telling you.Dutch cuisine is wholesome, economical,
and stubbornly delicious. The thing that always baffles me is that most Dutch cuisine is on a par
with what we would consider modern western food—the elegant breads, the global influences,
the good-quality ingredients, and the liberal use of spices; it’s all the kind of thing you’d see in
Bon Appetit, but Dutch people just don’t talk about it or think to hold it up in comparison to what
is new and trendy right now. Dutch cuisine is inspired by local, seasonal ingredients,
international flavors, and a profound love for sugar; dairy products and breads feature
prominently, and cheese is a source of national pride. In short, Dutch cuisine is approachable,
comforting, and accessible for the home cook—practicality is a pillar of the national character,
and food is impractical if it is not both nourishing and delicious. And it is delicious, and it is
nourishing, and I would fly you there with me so I could show you all my favorite dishes firsthand,
but for now, this book will have to do.If you’re looking for highlights with which to begin your
explorations in Dutch cooking, I recommend:• Suikerbrood (sugar bread), page 39• Boeterkoek
(butter cake), specifically Beppe’s, page 56• Bitterballen (small croquettes), page 76• Pom (a
casserole made with potatoes and chicken), page 117• Spicy Prawns with Green Beans, page
160• Mosterdsoep (mustard soup), page 184• Rijstebrij (rice pudding), page 226The recipes in
this book are a mix of traditional Dutch recipes, reimagined or modernized Dutch recipes, and



adaptations of Dutch recipes designed to use items in the pantry list that follows. Rather than
stick to tradition in the case of adapted recipes, I have worked to ensure that if there is an
ingredient in a recipe where it is of critical importance, then it has been worked into other recipes
so that you are not stuck with something you made a special trip to the store for and then will
never use again. For most of us, cupboard space is at a premium, so we have no room for one-
offs; I would rather that these recipes fit easily into your routine than have them adhere to a
tradition that even Dutch people themselves might not feel beholden to. Practicality first,
always.And always, always eet smajkelik!A Timeline of Dutch Cuisine1300–1600: There isn’t a
lot of information about the cuisine of the European lowlands prior to the twelfth century, but we
do know that there was cheese. Dairy products have long been a staple of the cuisine of the
region, and by the seventeenth century, the Netherlanders began to be known for their cheese
and butter. Dutch fisherman discovered that salting fish preserved them, opening up the herring
export industry and strengthening the Dutch fishing economy. Beer production was also
expanded and industrialized. The early stages of colonial expansion began, and trade routes
and outposts were established in the East.1600–1800: With an abundance and variety of fresh
ingredients and a stack of new cookbooks available to literate households, Dutch cuisine
became increasingly formalized as a canon of recipes took shape. Spices, sugar, dried fruits,
rice, and other international products were available to wealthier consumers. Eating became a
pleasurable social affair for the upper classes. Referred to as the Golden Age, this was a period
of abundance in the Netherlands, with protein, including meats, fish, and cheese, available to
even the working classes. The art of the time showcased elaborate, expensive ingredients that
would have been hard to come by for anyone but the very rich, including oranges, lemons,
grapes, and olives. The Dutch East India Company was established and the occupation of
Indonesia began. The Dutch come to be leaders in the slave trade in Europe, exploiting the
potential of the sugar industry in parts of South America and the Caribbean. Dutch processing is
invented, changing cocoa and expanding its utility.1800–1950: For poorer families, this was a
challenging period in Dutch cuisine, and one during which potatoes become a staple of the
national diet. The Dutch expanded their presence in Indonesia until World War II, when they lost
the territory to Japan. Following the war and Indonesian independence, a wave of Indonesian
migrants began to establish homes in the Netherlands, opening restaurants and influencing the
taste of Dutch home cooking.1950–2000s: Dutch cuisine shifts to a more modest style with an
emphasis on thriftiness and nutrition. Traditional recipes are modernized and simplified. As more
women work outside the home, home cooking begins to change as well. Potatoes remain
integral to Dutch cuisine, with stamppots regularly served at the Dutch table. Modern Dutch
cuisine favors balance and moderation, with room for a few treats throughout the
day.STOCKING YOUR DUTCH KITCHENThe Dutch pantry is diverse, but you will use the
ingredients over and over. The Dutch kitchen is well-stocked with spices, sauces, extracts, and
condiments to add bold flavor to simple, often seasonal ingredients. Buy good spices in small
amounts in order to keep costs down and ensure that spices are always fresh. I buy my spices



from a local bulk foods store or from an Indian grocery nearby.SPICES, DRIEDAllspiceAllspice is
not, in fact, all spices, but it is actually a dried berry that looks a bit like a large peppercorn.
Allspice, sometimes known as pimienta, smells like a combination of nutmeg, cloves, and
cinnamon, and is commonly used in Dutch baking. It is also used widely in Caribbean
cuisines.CinnamonIf you are concerned about using the very best cinnamon, look for Ceylon
cinnamon in gourmet or specialty stores. If you are concerned about price, regular cinnamon,
which is not really cinnamon but cassia bark, will do just fine. Cinnamon is one of the things I
can’t be a fundamentalist about, because most people buy supermarket cinnamon and don’t
know any different. This is not the hill that I will die on, but if cinnamon authenticity is important to
you, by all means splurge. Be sure to buy both ground cinnamon and cinnamon sticks. I store my
cinnamon sticks in the freezer to keep them fresh.ClovesCloves can be offensive in large
amounts, but a hint of clove is lovely and makes things taste like Christmas. Buy a small
container of ground cloves, and a small bag of whole cloves as well.CorianderFor the purposes
of this book, and because I hail from North America, when we’re talking about coriander here,
we’re talking about the seeds. When calling for the leaves, I call for cilantro. When calling for
coriander, what you want is that sort of earthy, floral flavor that the seeds give. Coriander pairs
very well with citrus and fresh herbs.CuminCumin tastes good and is one of those spices that
exists in the background of many cuisines, a fundamental component of a number of spice
blends but also a standalone ingredient. Part of the same family of plants that parsley comes
from, cumin has a warm, peppery, almost onion-y flavor, making it a popular ingredient in
cuisines throughout the world.Curry powder, yellowCurry powder is essential—it’s a “do-it-all”
spice that is widely frowned-upon by food snobs who clearly don’t know any better, but a reliable
go-to in the kitchen of moms everywhere. I prefer Madras curry powder, which is a mix of cumin,
coriander, turmeric, cinnamon, fenugreek, cardamom, chili powder, and curry leaves. I buy it at a
local Indian supermarket chain. Use what you prefer—I like mine a little hotter, but if all you have
access to is the regular supermarket stuff, it will do just fine for the recipes that follow. I call it
“yellow curry powder” descriptively, so that you know you are not looking for garam masala,
which has a fundamentally different taste and color.Fennel seedsFennel seeds are sweet and
reminiscent of licorice, more herbaceous than anise, another licorice-like flavor, and a valuable
addition to savory and sweet dishes alike. Toast until golden in a dry pan or skillet on medium-
high heat before using in recipes.GingerGround ginger has a sweeter, earthier taste than fresh
ginger and is a necessary element of many Dutch baked goods. While fresh ginger is delightful
and important to many dishes, it is not a substitute for powdered dried ginger.NutmegNutmeg is
a workhorse in Dutch cuisine; it’s absolutely essential. And while the recipes here call for ground
nutmeg, I highly recommend buying nutmeg whole and grating it finely with a rasp or
microplane, as the flavor stays fresh for quite a lot longer. Freshly ground nutmeg is nutty and
fragrant, with a sort of woodsy, spicy note that works well in baked goods or dairy-based
dishes.StroopwafflesPaprikaPaprika is a popular flavor in Europe, especially the Netherlands;
bell peppers (capsicum) are called “paprika,” and everything from Doritos to fancy cheese



comes in paprika flavor. While many Dutch recipes call for paprika generally, and most likely
refer to the sweet Hungarian kind, I think smoked Spanish paprika works very well in most Dutch
dishes, adding a savory note and depth of flavor, especially to those that are pork- or sausage-
based. Unless otherwise specified, choose smoked Spanish paprika for your pantry.Pepper,
blackLike nutmeg, pepper is best fresh-ground. Buy whole peppercorns and a grinder that is
comfortable to use, and you will never need pre-ground pepper again.SaffronGood saffron has a
smell a little like sweet pepper, and reminds me a bit of anise, not because of its fragrance but
because of the way both are sweet and bitter at the same time. Good saffron is expensive, but
you can get a lot of flavor out of not very much of the spice. To get the most mileage out of it,
grind a pinch with a mortar and pestle (if you don’t have that, use your thumb and grind into the
palm of your other hand) along with a pinch of sugar, then steep in ½ cup (250mL) hot water.
The result is a saffron extract. Where I call for “a pinch of saffron,” feel free to use about a
tablespoon of the extract. This mixture will allow you to use saffron in multiple recipes. Keep in
mind that saffron blooms—releases its color and flavor—in water but does not bloom as
successfully in fat. Look for saffron in stores that sell Italian or Persian groceries.Salt, kosherFor
consistency of flavor, wherever salt is called for, I mean kosher salt, a non-iodized, coarse-
grained salt. I use Windsor coarse kosher salt, a Canadian brand that is similar to Morton’s, at
about 14 g (0.5 oz) per tablespoon. I also think salt preferences are very personal, so wherever I
have called for X-amount of salt, please don’t feel constrained by that; I think we all salt to taste,
so please do not blow up my DMs if you think two teaspoons of salt is nowhere near enough to
make something delicious and you believe I have failed you. (I am seventy percent talking to just
Nick here, who has a lot of opinions that I am forced to ignore.) Always salt to taste.SaffronStar
aniseStar anise is pretty and has a sweet, woodsy, licorice-like flavor. It is native to Vietnam and
other parts of Southeast Asia. Buy it whole or in pieces for optimal flavor; ground star anise loses
its flavor quickly.TurmericTurmeric is magic—research has begun to show that compounds
found in turmeric may be beneficial in shrinking tumors, reducing inflammation, and fighting the
effects of some autoimmune diseases. In food, it is useful in turning things yellow; it has a very
mild, sort of peppery taste that is subtle in small amounts.SPICES, FRESHChiliesWhile most
Dutch cuisine is not very spicy, chilies do liven up the occasional dish, especially at a rijsttafel
(pronounced “rice-taffel”). I find, for guests who are not inclined toward chilies, that jalapeños
and serranos are an easy, not too spicy place to start. A couple of recipes in this book will call for
very spicy Thai bird chilies, but if you are not down with the hotness, a milder chili will do. If you
want some of the taste but less of the heat, halve chilies and remove the membrane (the white
pithy bit) and seeds. Use gloves, and avoid touching your eyes.GingerFresh ginger is the base—
with garlic and onions—of most delicious curries. Look for ginger that is plump and thin-skinned;
it should not appear shriveled or woody. Fresh ginger minces easily and smells fresh; once it
begins to dry out, it can be fibrous and harder to work with.LemongrassFresh lemongrass has
become quite popular in recent years and is now available in most supermarkets, often near the
herbs. If you can’t find lemongrass in your usual supermarket, try a local Asian market; if you



can’t find it there, you can often find preserved lemongrass, trimmed stalks in jars, in the
International aisle. Lemongrass gives an herbal, citrus taste and a fresh, zingy fragrance. If you
track down a good deal, you can store trimmed stalks in the freezer for up to six months.Lime
leavesThe leaves of the makrut lime have been increasingly available in grocery stores over the
past couple of years; look for them near the “specialty” produce, like galangal, fresh turmeric,
peeled garlic, or jackfruit. The leaves can also be found in Asian supermarkets. Often they are
packaged in-store to keep them fresh longer. If you can’t find fresh lime leaves, you may be able
to find them frozen. If you do end up with more fresh leaves than you can use, freeze for up to six
months.Lime LeavesFLAVORINGSAlmond extractAlmond extract features prominently in many
North American interpretations of traditional Dutch recipes, as it mimics the taste of hard-to-find
almond paste in some baked goods. Pure almond extract is generally pretty inexpensive—you
don’t need to splurge on this.Anise extractThis extract is very strong, and I use it in place of
anise seeds in baking and ice cream. As with rose water, a little goes a long way.BrandyDutch
brandy doesn’t contain grapes, and is usually made from grain or sugar (molasses) liquor. It can
be hard to find in North America, so regular brandy will work just fine.GinFor the purposes of this
book, I have referred to gin where a Dutch cook might use genever, because genever can be
hard to source in some places. I have also used gin instead of juniper as a seasoning in some
cases, as juniper can also be hard to find.Rose waterBefore the arrival of vanilla, Dutch bakers
and cooks used rose water to flavor everything from cakes and cookies to egg dishes. A little
rose water goes a long way, so a bottle should last you a good long time; I get my rose water for
under $3 per bottle at a local Persian foods shop. Rose water works very well with berries, and I
love it with rhubarb (see Rosy Rhubarb Preserve, page 243).RumRum is used as a flavoring in a
number of desserts, from vla to klappertaart (coconut cake), the latter a dessert inspired by the
Dutch that originated in Indonesia. You can buy rum extract, but I like to keep a bottle of
inexpensive rum in the freezer for cooking. And other stuff.Vanilla extractVanilla is a popular
flavoring for puddings, yogurts, and desserts in Dutch cuisine; often, recipes will call for a whole
vanilla bean. This can get expensive, as vanilla prices have surged due to climate change in
recent years, so I recommend buying the best real vanilla you can afford. (I like vanilla bean
paste, which I buy in tubs for a volume discount.) One vanilla bean equals one teaspoon vanilla
extract. Artificial vanilla is a garbage product that I cannot recommend.CONDIMENTS,
SAUCES, AND SYRUPSNote: See also recipes in Condiments & Preserves, pp. 235-251.Fish
sauceThis one is controversial. Or, at the very least, an inauthentic substitution in most cases. In
many Dutch-Indonesian dishes, cooks use trassi, a pungent fermented shrimp paste the strong
taste of which largely disappears during cooking (leaving only a satisfying umami flavor behind).
Sold in the Netherlands in blocks or powder, it can be hard to come by in North America. One
substitution for trassi is anchovy paste, but I find that the fish sauce I have on hand for other
things works just fine (and is available in most supermarkets).Ketjap manisKetjap manis (also
spelled kecap manis) is a hugely important ingredient in Indonesian and Indo-Dutch cuisine. It’s
a thick, sweet soy sauce that’s fundamental to a great many dishes, including those in this book.



Some supermarkets still don’t stock it, but you can find it in Asian markets or online; it’s worth
seeking out, and fairly inexpensive. While you can make it yourself (and if you need to make it
gluten-free, try the recipe on page 246), I think you’ll find it worth seeking out. There’s a Dutch
brand—Conimex—but I don’t like it and it’s too expensive; I prefer ABC brand, which will cost
you about $5 USD for a 620-mL (21-oz) bottle.MaggiA sweet, salty, soy-based product used
throughout the world, Maggi is liquid umami, and we have a rule around here that Nick is not
allowed to just pour it into everything without tasting the dish first. Widely used in Asia, it’s
actually a Swiss product and much beloved in places like the Netherlands and Germany. Nick
insists that every soup is better with a few generous drops.MustardTypical Dutch mustard is
somewhere between French Dijon and American yellow in taste and color. It can be hard to find
in North America, but a grainy Dijon mustard works just fine. If you’re ordering online, Zaanse
Molen Dutch Mustard is a good option. Use it in salad dressings, sauces, soups, and as a
regular old condiment.Sambal oelekSambal oelek is a mother sauce in our home; it goes into
everything. It’s made of hot red chili peppers and salt and sometimes vinegar; put it in stews and
soups for warmth and spice, or dollop it on eggs or avocado toast to cure your hangover. My
favorite application is sambal green beans, where sautéed green beans are simply tossed in
sambal oelek in the pan; we eat these with white rice and roast chicken.Sambal oelekSoy sauceI
feel like this is probably pretty self-explanatory. However, in addition to regular soy sauce, I like to
keep a bottle of gluten-free soy sauce on hand for dinner guests who have Celiac disease or are
gluten intolerant.StroopStroop is a thick, dark syrup that is lot like molasses, and for the
purposes of this book, wherever one might traditionally use stroop, I have substituted fancy
molasses, the kind most often used for baking. For pancakes, a lighter version of stroop exists;
this is similar to cane sugar syrup, such as Rogers Golden Syrup or Lyle’s, which you can find in
the baking section of the supermarket.DRIED FRUIT AND NUTSRaisins, prunes, dried apricots,
and dried figs have long been popular in the Netherlands; during the nineteenth century, some
Dutch physicians thought that many dried fruits, like prunes, were healthier than their fresh
counterparts. This is partly because it was thought that dried fruits were more digestible and less
likely to cause bloating and discomfort. I am not sure which dried fruits those doctors were
eating, but it’s an interesting theory. “Exotic” dried-fruit treats like dates or candied ginger and
fruit peel are commonly used in baking and to top yogurt or porridge.Nuts, including hazelnuts,
pistachios, almonds, walnuts, and peanuts, are commonly used in Dutch cuisine.EGGS AND
DAIRYEggsWhen we talk about eggs in any of the recipes that follow, I mean large eggs. Large
eggs contain about three and a half tablespoons of liquid; substituting another size egg may
throw off the balance of a recipe, especially where moisture content is key. For consistency’s
sake, purchase large eggs.ButterI am a fan of unsalted butter for a number of reasons, but for
consistency’s sake when the recipes here refer to butter, it means salted butter. If you prefer and
generally keep unsalted butter for cooking and baking, consider increasing the salt in a recipe by
a quarter teaspoon.ButtermilkButtermilk is a drink in the Netherlands, but it is also used in
cooking. My preference is for full-fat buttermilk—at least three percent fat.CheeseThere are



many wonderful Dutch cheeses, and I wish we could talk about them all in detail, but there is a
limited variety available in the North American market. Dutch Feast emphasizes cheeses you are
most likely to find in grocery stores, mainly Edam and Gouda (young, smoked, and aged). For
recipes that call for cheese to be fried, I have suggested medium Cheddar, but you can use any
young, supermarket brick Gouda in place of Cheddar if you are a purist. I prefer mild, medium, or
brick Gouda for recipes where meltiness or sliceability are important. (See p. 25.)Milk and
creamThe recipes call for whole milk and occasionally heavy cream. While milk-fat percentage
doesn’t seriously affect baking, I think a higher fat milk is preferable in puddings, soups, and
beverages; look for milk that is at least three percent milk fat.Depending where you live, heavy
cream can be sold as whipping cream; look for a cream with at least thirty-five and up to forty
percent milk fat.Yogurt and sour creamIf you’re sensing a theme here, it’s that I think low-fat dairy
is kind of pointless. I also think that low-fat yogurt and sour cream are gross. They are often
starchy, because they don’t thicken on their own and are packed with cornstarch or other
stabilizers. Choose natural yogurts containing only milk ingredients and bacterial cultures, and
look for a fat content between three and six percent. Sour cream should be around fourteen
percent milk fat.RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENTCandy/deep-fry thermometerIf you are making
candy, jam, or appelstroop, or deep-frying anything, an inexpensive glass candy thermometer
that clips onto the side of a pot will save you all kinds of trouble. Aim to spend about eight dollars
on one, and it will last you for decades. I stole mine from my mom ten years ago, and I have no
idea how old it is. Hi, Mom! Sorry for everything.Cast iron skillet, 12-in (30-cm)Again, this doesn’t
have to be expensive. Lodge brand cast iron is a good value, and very sturdy; also check out
outdoor supply stores, where cookware marketed for camp cooking can be cheaper than in
kitchen supply or department stores.Dutch ovenLook for a Dutch oven at least 12 inches (30 cm)
in diameter. This will take you from stovetop to oven seamlessly, and doesn’t have to be
expensive—high-end brands are lovely, but you can buy a perfectly acceptable enameled cast
iron pot for under fifty dollars. Shop around—some celebrity chef-branded products are decently
priced and fair quality.Food millIf you enjoy mashed potatoes, velvety smooth soups, or making
applesauce, a food mill will be invaluable for you. I bought a crappy one to see if I’d ever use it,
and I used it so much it fell apart (and the handle melted). You should be able to find a good
metal one for under fifty dollars; it will make a lot of your cooking quicker and better-textured.
Trust me on this one.Kitchen scale (optional)A scale can be helpful in weighing produce, as
fruits and veggies can be highly variable in size. Where I have called for one stalk of celery or
one carrot, the weight doesn’t matter, and a range of approximate volumes will suit the recipe.
Where I have called for an ingredient by weight, it is because it matters to the outcome of the
recipe; it’s possible to weigh produce as you are buying it, using the scales in the supermarket.
You can purchase an analog kitchen scale for under twenty dollars; if you’re looking for more
accurate measurements or intend to use a scale for measuring ingredients for baking, there are
good digital scales available for around $25 USD.Cheese“The true destiny of the North Holland
farmer’s wife is cheesing, cheesing, always cheesing.”—Hildebrand (pseudonym of Nicolaas



Beets, pastor and writer, 1841)“I know you just went to the store, but we’re out of cheese again—
don’t be mad.”—Nick VanderWoud, 2015At a showcase of local businesses in a village that we
visited in Friesland, I met the proprietor of Het Spijshuys, a Friese-Swiss restaurant in town, and
he convinced me to buy his cheese. Not that it would have taken much convincing—the cheese
was locally made and studded throughout with the restaurant’s house-cured sausage. The
sausage, also available for sale, was studded with the cheese. It was a beautiful, magical thing,
and Nick and I ate it all one night, meaning to save some for another evening. Marry someone
who’ll indulge you in the occasional cheese binge and you’ll have something you can enjoy
together your whole lives. It’s a lot more fun than golf or deep conversation.The Netherlands and
Belgium comprise what’s known in Europe as the lowlands, a part of the continent that typically
endured a lot of flooding. The Netherlands has historically been in a rather precarious position,
with much of the country close to or, for about thirteen percent of the land, below sea level. Once
the Dutch established their complicated system of dikes and pumps to control flooding and
reduce the erosion of habitable land, they found that the marshy grasslands that resulted were
great for grazing cattle. Not that cheese-making is recent—the region has produced cheese as
far back as 400 AD.Cheese is a source of national pride and has been a source of moral
superiority—it’s wholesome, domestic, and universally beloved. Even the Dutch Calvinist clergy
of the seventeenth century, a decidedly un-fun group who saw the devil in anything enjoyable,
thought cheese virtuous and humble. Dairy production was, and still is, a highlight of the Dutch
economy, and milk products were abundant. Even the working classes had access to fresh milk,
butter, and cheese, and in times of precarity, when clean drinking water was less available,
people drank milk to stay hydrated (beer too, but that’s a topic for another page—page 136,
specifically).There are a variety of Dutch cheeses, often named for their town of origin (e.g.,
Gouda or Edam). Some are flavored with spices, such as cloves or cumin, or with vegetables,
like kale, tomato, or onion. There are old cheeses and young cheeses and hard cheeses and
even goat cheeses—there was a lavender goat’s cheese in the Markthal (Market Hall) in
Rotterdam that I kept sneaking samples of, and we would have bought some to take home with
us if I hadn’t already spent forty Euros on cheese and done the math on what that meant in
Canadian dollars. A lot, let’s just say. A lot.The Netherlands produces more than 800,000 tons of
cheese per year, and while they do export a good portion of that, they manage to eat quite a bit
themselves, about forty-four pounds (twenty kilograms) per person, per year. Maybe that’s why
they’re so tall? The average height for an adult man in the Netherlands is six feet (183 cm), and
what’s interesting is that you don’t have to be genetically Dutch to achieve such height—even
those from other genetic backgrounds who grow up in the Netherlands tend to be taller, even
where average heights in their ancestral country skew lower. It’s the cheese. I’m sure of it.Most
days, the average breakfast in the Netherlands would be a bit of cheese or butter on bread, a
glass of buttermilk, and a cup of coffee. Lunch is much the same. After work, one might peruse
the borrels on display at the supermarket and choose a plastic container of cheese cubes for a
snack in the evening with a bit of gin, and then, before bed, a snack of cheese on roggebrood, a



pumpernickel-like rye bread, with a slice of cheese and a glass of milk or tea might hit the spot. If
there’s a best way to live, I suspect the Dutch have it all figured out.BREAKFASTHANGOP WITH
ROASTED RHUBARBRICE PANCAKESCURRANT BREADBREAKFAST BREADSUGAR
BREADBUTTERMILK RYE WAFFLESAPPLESAUCE RAISIN CAKESAFFRON MILKSTAR
ANISE MILKSWEET GERTIESAPPLE-RAISIN COMPOTE
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Richard B., “If you're not Dutch, you're not much. Enjoy and cook.. Good recipes, some easy,
some more difficult. But all doable for even a novice cook if you follow the directions.”

Vancouverite, “Going Dutch. I was given this book as a gift. Wasn't too sure about Dutch cuisine,
but the recipes look interesting and the few I've tried have all turned out well.”

Earl, “A fun and useful cookbook. Dutch Feast from Emily Wight is both a fun read as well as a
great collection of recipes. I have had this for a while and forgotten that I had not yet shared my
opinions, so...The book is an attractive volume inside and out. From the beginning Wight's
personality infuses the recipes with information and fun stories. I have probably tried a half
dozen of the recipes so far, a few more than once. What brought the book to mind yesterday was
making some more sugar bread. This was probably the 5th or 6th time I've made it and I really
do like it.The recipes are easy to follow and for the most part any unusual steps are explained in
detail. I have not yet, whether in ones I've made or ones I've mentally walked through (yes, I do
that), felt that I was too confused to be able to tackle the recipe.I did see that one person was
unhappy about the number of pictures in the book. I was happy with what there was, but then I
want the book for the recipes and not as a picture book. Part of this may have to do with the
cookbooks I remember growing up, very few pictures, often about 6-10 pages in a section in the
middle of the book. The pictures that are here were, I thought, well chosen and beautifully
rendered. But if you want a picture book instead of a recipe book, then by all means skip this. If
you're wanting to cook rather than look like you might cook, this is the book for you.Reviewed
from a copy made available by the publisher via NetGalley.”

Old Warden, “Dutch Food Can Be Delicious!. Dutch Feast is a great entry into an area that is
sadly missing in cookbooks today. That is, Dutch cuisine. While there are many, many
cookbooks addressing the cuisine of Italy and France, the Netherlands have been
neglected.This book seeks to cure that, and it does so wonderfully. It covers typical Dutch
recipes, and the influences of it's past colonies.Well written, beautifully photographed, it covers
everything from breakfasts through desserts.Perhaps the best way that I can describe this book
is by the following: my wife and I host foreign exchange students every year. This year, we are
blessed with a wonderful Dutch young lady. While she is 100 percent Dutch, her mother came
from Surinam (formerly Dutch Guinana) and her father's family came from Indonesia (formerly
Dutch). She took one look at this book and squealed with delight! And insisted on preparing
several of the dishes immediately. We were treated to Bitterballs, Kibbeling, Uitsmijter, and
Saoto (Surinamese/Indonesian). What a treat! And so much different than the bland food that we
assumed made up Dutch cooking!I was sent this book as an ebook from Edelweiss, in return for
a fair review. I think it speaks volumes to how much I enjoyed it that I ordered a hard copy from
Amazon for our permanent collection!Surprise yourself and give this book a try!”



Beth Mc., “The Best Dutch Cookbook I Found. I’ve adored the country’s salty black licorice &
aged Gouda, but never tried the cuisine. So I set about finding some great cookbooks & this is
the one I loved the best written by someone that married into a Dutch family.The highlights for
me were:Ontbijtkoek, a breakfast bread made with rye flour. It’s not too sweet & as the author
notes, “perfect for the morning with a big mug of coffee”Bitterballen (crispy fritters) served with
grainy Dutch mustardBlote Billetjes In Het Groen (aka Bums in the Grass because this white
bean dish looks like naked bums frolicking in fields lol)Tomato Paprika Soup, a comfort dish
made with roasted red peppersCranberry & Persimmon Pastechi, an empanada-like treat made
in the Dutch CaribbeanDecadent Dutch Caribbean macaroons”

James Sharman, “Good recipe book. This is a good product, it includes both the US customary
and metric measurements, which is easier as I’m never sure about the volumes for the US
measurements. The book is divided into different meals and categories with some good
additional information as well as the recipes. The recipes are relatively straightforward and have
some nice twists. I’d have preferred more photos of the food as I prefer to be able to visualise the
recipes this way.”

Pierre M., “Dutch classics and modern twists. The book itself is an interesting one, It is
beautifully presented and does have some dishes that I had not imagined. The mix of traditional
and fusion-cuisine is appreciated. There is some nice historical background to some of the
dishes. A lot of work went into this book. If anyone says that the dutch don't have real cuisine -
just hand them a copy of Dutch Feast.”

Sharon Page, “Perfect updated recipes to what can sometimes be traditional bland dutch food-
five stars Emily!. So far I've loved every recipe I've made including: Dutch Macaroni, Mustard
Soup (sounds weird but is SO good!), Skillet Meatballs. Having been raised in a dutch family I
found the recipes to be most welcome updates on some classics! Every dutch family has their
family's version of traditional recipes and I feel that Emily Wight's versions are not only delicious
but add some much needed flavour to what can be sometimes bland traditional dutch food. My
family also loved each recipe I tried-highly recommend!”

Rachel J, “Love this book. Yum. Love this book. Not only the recipes - which are unique and tasty
- but the stories/history within the book. I had no idea Dutch food had so much history to it and
the authors personal anecdotes make it a fun read. Some nice weekday recipes in here and
some more complex ones that you'd use for a gathering or special occasion. Looking forward to
making the Sugar bread and the mulled white wine.”

Emma, “Great gift. Great gift for Dutch relative.”

The book by Emily Wight has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 77 people have provided feedback.
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